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1. Introduction
1.1. Lactobacillus

The genus Lactobacillus is one of the largest genus among the lactic acid bacteria and it
contains more than 150 species. (October 2016; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy). This genus
contains rod-shaped, gram-positive bacteria that are acid-tolerant and has a genome with low GC
(guanine and cytosine)-content (Salvetti et al., 2012). Lactobacilli are mostly aero-tolerant anaerobic
organisms and they are strictly fermentative. They generally prefer to live in rich carbohydratecontaining areas. They are found in mucosal flora of humans and animals (oral, intestinal and vaginal
microflora), in plants and in fermenting food (Merk et al., 2005). Based on the fermentation properties
of lactobacilli, there are three groups; obligately homofermentative, facultatively heterofermentative
and obligately heterofermentative (summarized in figure 1). Obligately homofermentative lactobacilli
principally convert hexoses to lactic acid through Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas pathway (EMP) or
glycolysis (Mcdonald et al., 1987). This lactobacilli group cannot ferment pentoses and gluconates.
Facultatively heterofermentative lactobacilli not only can convert hexoses to lactic acid by using the
EMP, but also it can additionally convert pentoses and gluconate to acetic acid, ethanol and formic acid
via the pentose phosphate pathway under glucose limitation (Salvetti et al., 2012). Obligately
heterofermentative lactobacilli primarily ferment pentoses and hexoses to lactic acid, ethanol and CO 2
through phosphogluconate pathway (Salvetti et al., 2012).
1.1.1. Role of Lactobacilli in Fermented Dairy Products
Large number of lactobacilli species are used in the food industry, mainly in dairy products like
cheese, yogurt, fermented milk, and also in other fermented foods such as fermented meat sausages
(Fontana et al. 2016) and in bakery products (Garofalo et al., 2012). Reasons why lactobacilli are
commonly used in the food industry are the role of fermentation of lactobacilli, the food preservative
activity by acidification and production of bacteriocin and the anti-fungal compounds and the
enhancement of flavor, texture and nutrition (Giraffa et al., 2010).
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Figure 1. Three different lactobacilli groups based on fermentation properties summarized.

The most common field that lactobacilli species are used in is cheese production. In cheese
production, the microbial enzymes are of main importance for the development of flavor. Cheese flavor
development is a complex biochemical process in which lactobacilli join this process by catabolize
milk compounds such as sugars (mostly lactose and citrate), proteins, amino acids and lipids.
Lactobacilli species like Lactobacillus helveticus can be used in cheese production as a starter
culture (O’Sullivan et al., 2016). However, lactobacilli species are mostly used as a non-starter lactic
acid bacteria (NSLAB). Starter cultures starts and accelerate the cheese ripening process in cheese by
producing intracellular enzymes such as peptidases, lipases and esterase (Hannon et al., 2003).
Breakdown of proteins and fats are mainly done by starter cultures, and these activities play an
important role in cheese flavor development (Lortal and Chapot-Chartier, 2005). Lysis of proteins by
starter cultures lead to better flavor in cheese and increase concentration of free amino acids (Lortal and
Chapot-Chartier, 2005). In cheese, casein is the main protein, and degradation of casein by peptidases
causes the reduction of bitterness taste (Fallico et al., 2005). Lipase activities in starter cultures cause
hydrolysis of milk fat into free fatty acids which are precursors of flavor compounds like esters
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(Esteban-Torres et al., 2014). As a lactobacilli strain, Lactobacillus helveticus is highly autolytic strain
and it is used for accelerate the ripening process (Hannon et al., 2003).
NSLAB flora in cheese is dominated by facultative heterofermentative mesophilic lactobacilli
species such as Lactobacillus casei, Lactobacillus paracasei, Lactobacillus rhamnosus and
Lactobacillus plantarum (Gobbetti et al., 2015). NSLAB is used as secondary flora – as adjunct
culture- in cheese flavor production for different cheese types. Especially in Swiss-type cheeses, flavor
intensity depends to counts of facultatively heterofermentative lactobacilli and Propionibacterium
(Bouton et al., 2009). Several studies have showed the importance of adjunct lactobacilli on cheese
flavor development, and it is reported that adjunct lactobacilli species use free fatty acids, free amino
acids, lysis products of starter culture and some sugars. (Burns et al., 2012; Ortakci et al., 2015; Sgarbi
et al., 2013). Aminotransferase activity and glutamate dehydrogenase activity play key roles in
producing flavor products in lactobacilli (Peralta et al., 2016). Some NSLAB can utilize citrate in the
production of aroma compounds. As a result of citrate fermenting pathways in NSLAB, C4metabolites, which are acetoin, diacetyl and 2,3-butanediol, are synthesized. These compounds are
highly important for flavor formation (Martino et al., 2016). Selection of NSLAB is also a key step for
cheese production since properties of NSLAB vary a lot depending on species and strains. Some strains
can have dramatic effect on cheese flavor formation and some strains do not have any significant effect
(Crow et al., 2001).
Starter and adjunct lactobacilli microbiota play key roles in dairy product production, quality
and flavor formation. However, they can also produce undesirable compounds like biogenic amines
(Schirone et al., 2013). The production of biogenic amines, mostly histamine, tyramine, putrescine and
cadaverine, occurs from decarboxylation of amino acids such as histidine, tyrosine, lysine and ornithine
(Bunkova et al., 2010) (Summarized in figure 2). Biogenic amides are potential toxic compounds in
which consumption of high doses (>40 mg per meal) can cause several different types of diseases like
migraine, hypotension and allergic response (Shalaby, 1996). Recommended upper limit for the sum of
biogenic amines in cheese is 900 mg/kg (Valsamaki et al., 2000). Biogenic amine poisoning is mostly
reported from fish consumption, but cheese is also one of the reported causes (Linares et al., 2012).
Hence, controlling lactobacilli decarboxylation activities is important for food safety to avoid high
biogenic amine production.
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1.1.2. Probiotic strains
Lactobacilli are also used in the health industries as probiotics. The definition of probiotics is
“live microorganisms which, when administered in adequate amounts, confer health benefit on the
host” defined by FAO/WHO (2002). Lactobacilli have been found to provide health benefits for
humans when 1 × 106 - 1 × 1010 viable cells per day were consumed (Bernardeau et al., 2006). The
most common lactobacilli species that are used in health industries due to many health benefits are
Lactobacillus rhamnosus, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus plantarum, and Lactobacillus casei
(Espino et al., 2015). Lactabacillus rhamnosus is the most studied lactobacilli species as a probiotics
(Douillard et al., 2013). Several studies show that lactobacilli provide health benefits to the host, such
as immunomodulatory effects (Johansson et al., 2016), protection effect against colon carcinogenesis
(Gamallat et al., 2016), reduction aggregation capacity of gastric pathogen Helicobacter pylori
(Bergonzelli et al., 2006), reduction of blood lipid concentration and heart disease (Liong and Shah
2005) and control of intestinal inflammation (Gao et al., 2015). Stimulation of immune system,
prevention of disease and protection against pathogens are the most common health impacts of
lactobacilli. Additionally lactobacilli species contribute to the nutritional support in humans by
producing several number of different enzymes that human cannot produce. These enzymes break
down important nutritional compounds for humans such as galactooligosaccharides (GOS), lactose and
some starches that cause abdominal pain (Turpin et al., 2010). Furthermore, vitamin synthesis from
lactobacilli is considered to be part of the nutritional benefit conferred from probiotic consumption
(Rossi et al., 2011). For example, vitamin B groups are produced by lactobacilli and vitamin B
complexes are essential for human diet (Kleerebezem and Hugenholtz, 2003). Lactobacilli attract
interest in markets of probiotic foods due to these health effects. Lactobacilli are species used around
the world in commercial products (table 1) and consumption of lactobacilli-containing probiotics is
high, especially in Europe (Saxelin, 2008). Hence, lactobacilli created huge probiotic industry accounts
for billions of Euros.
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Figure 2. Decarboxylation activities in lactobacilli cause biogenic amines which are toxic compounds
for human. Produced biogenic amines from fermented food; histamine, cadaverine, tyramine and
putrescine are produced by histidine decarboxylase, lysine decarboxylase, tyrosine decarboxylase and
ornithine decarboxylase respectively.

1.2. Lactobacillus rhamnosus strain LC705

Lactobacillus rhamnosus strain LC705 belongs to Lactobacillus rhamnosus species which is
used in dairy products as protective and adjunct culture and probiotics. Strain LC705 is facultatively
heterofermentative type of lactobacilli, It can ferment sugars to lactic acid, ethanol, CO 2 and citrate.
Strain LC705 is dairy adapted, allowing to be used as an adjunct starter culture in dairy products
(Kankainen et al., 2009). It also has properties of food preservation, toxin removal and health benefits
when combined with other probiotic strains (Espino et al., 2015).
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Table 1. Lactobacilli strains which are used in commercial products and their health effect. (Saxelin et
al., 2005; Siezen and Wilson, 2010).
Species

Strain

Commercial Product

Health effect

Lactobacillus
rhamnosus

GG

ActifitPlus®, Gefilus®

Immune-modulatory
effect, prevents
diarrhoea

Lactobacillus helveticus R0052 & R0011
& Lactobacillus
rhamnosus

A’Biotica®

Helicobacter pylori
inhibition

Lactobacillus casei

Actimel®, DanActive® Acute diarrhoea
treatment, infection
prevention

DN114001

Lactobacillus plantarum 299v

ProViva®

Iron absorption

Lactobacillus paracasei

St11

Lactobacillus fortis®

Immune-modulatory
effect, gut health

Lactobacillus casei

Shirota

Yakult®

Alleviation of acute
diarrhoea

Lactobacillus johnsonii

NCC533

LC1 range®

Immune-modulatory
effect, pathogen
inhibition

Complete and annotated genome sequence of strain LC705 was published in 2009
(Kankainen et al., 2009) has 3.03 Mbp genome and one plasmid. The genome contains 2992 genes and
the GC content is 47%. Compared to the Lactobacillus rhamnosus strain GG, strain LC705 has bad
adhesion capacity to human intestinal mucus (Myllyluoma et al., 2007). The comparative genomics
study between strain GG and strain LC705 showed that the reason for the poor adhesion of LC705 is
due to the lack of pilus gene cluster spaCBA (Kankainen et al., 2009). Within the Lactobacillus
rhamnosus species, only strain GG has unique pilus genes, which allows it to colonize the
gastrointestinal tract (GIT) efficiently.
Despite the poor adhesion adhesion capability of strain LC705 to GIT, it is used in
combination with other probiotic strains due to important health effects. Nine different studies show
health effects of probiotic therapy that contains strain LC705. When strain LC705 is used in probiotic
therapy with other probiotic strains which are lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, Bifidobacterium breve
11

Bb99 and Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS, It has been observed to alleviate
symptoms in irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Kajander et al., 2005; Kajander et al., 2008; Lyra et al.,
2010), decrease mast-cell activation and the effects of other allergy-related mediators (Oksaharju et al.,
2011), potentially reduces the presence of human bocavirus (HboV) (Lehtoranta et al., 2012). Another
study (Collado et al., 2007) with the same bacteria combination showed that probiotic bacteria
combinations have better synergistic effects against pathogens than the individual strains. When these
four strains are used with GOS, they stimulates the peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
proliferation and interferon-γ (IFNγ) production, which are beneficial in allergic (Holma et al., 2011).
The same species combination was also tested for newborn infants, and the combination was safe for
the infants and also provided respiratory infection resistance (Kukkonen et al., 2008).

LC705-

containing probiotic therapy in combination with L. rhamnosus GG, P. freudenreichii ssp. Shermanii
JS, and Bifidobacterium lactis Bb12 have other health benefits as well. This combination has beneficial
effects on the gastric mucosa in Helicobacter pylori-infected patients (Myllyluoma et al., 2007).
Additionally, previously it has been show that LC705 can activate the inflammasome and IFN response
in human macrophages better than strain GG (Miettinen et al., 2012). In conclusion, strain LC705 can
be used as probiotic strain with other probiotic strains in dairy products. Health effects of probiotic
therapies by using different combinations are summarized in table 2.
Toxin removal is one of the characteristics of LC705 (Kajander et al., 2007). The first study that
showed the ability of toxin removal of LC705 was published on 1998. This study showed that strain
LC705 has a significant effect in reducing levels of aflatoxin B1 (AFB1), which is a type of mycotoxin
in liquid media (El-Nezami et al., 1998). Aflatoxins are produced by the fungal species Aspergillus
flavus (A.flavus) and Aspergillus parasiticus, which are found in a variety of food products (Magnussen
et al., 2013). Within different aflatoxin types, aflatoxin B1 being the most common and toxic type, it is
also carcinogenic for animals and humans and increases the risk of liver cancer (Magnussen et al.,
2013). Removal of aflatoxin is important for foods which are contaminated with aflatoxin. Another
study (Nada et al., 2009) showed that strain LC705 not only removes the aflatoxin but also can inhibit
A.flavus growth which is responsible for aflatoxin production. Although LC705 is able to remove
aflatoxin by itself, combinations of lactic acid bacteria strains may work better in removing several
toxins (Halttunen et al., 2008). One clinical study in China showed that probiotic supplements
including strain LC705 reduced urinary excretion of aflatoxin B 1-N7-guanine (AFB-N7-guanine), a
biomarker for increased risk of liver cancer (El-Nezami et al., 2006). Thus strain LC705 may be used
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in diet to prevent the development of liver cancer. In addition to aflatoxin, LC705 can remove another
dangerous mycotoxin zearalenone, which can be found in foods such as maize, oats and wheat (ElNezami et al., 2002). More than 250 strains of lactic acid bacteria were tested for aflatoxins removal
and L. rhamnosus strains GG and LC705 are the most efficient for aflatoxin binding (El-Nezami et al.,
2006). Feature of toxin removal makes strain LC705 important for food and health industries.

Table 2. Probiotic therapy studies that contain strain LC705.
Probiotic strain

Health Effect(s)

Reference(s)

Alleviates IBS.
Decreases mast-cell activation and the
effects of allergy-related mediators.
Reduces the presence of HboV.
Synergistic effects against pathogens.
Consumption with GOS stimulates PBMC
proliferation and IFNγ production.
Increases resistance to respiratory infections
for newborn infants.

Kajander et al., 2008,
Lyra et al., 2010,
Oksaharju et al., 2011,
Lehtoranta et al., 2012,
Collado et al., 2007,
Holma et al., 2011,
Kukkonen et al., 2008

combination type
Combination A

Combination B

Beneficial effect on gastric mucosa in
Myllyluoma et al., 2007,
Helicobacter pylori infected patients.
Combination A = Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, Bifidobacterium breve
Bb99 and Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS, Combination B = L. rhamnosus GG, L.
rhamnosus LC705, P. freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS and Bifidobacterium lactis Bb12

L. rhamnosus LC705 is used in dairy products as a protective culture. The dairy products are a
very good growth medium for a great range of microorganisms, which allows microbial contamination
(Ruegg, 2013). In dairy products, food spoilage yeasts, molds and some pathogens must be controlled
for food safety. In cheese, common potential pathogenic bacteria species are Listeria monocytogenes
and Escherichia coli (Luukkonen et al., 2005), which may cause severe diseases. Several economic
losses may happen because of foodborne diseases because of these pathogens (Ruegg, 2013; Schlech
and Acheson, 2000). Hence food hygiene is critical for dairy products production. Protective cultures in
dairy products are very important sources for bio-preservative. Microorganisms that are used as bio13

preservatives produce organic acids, hydrogen peroxide, diacetyl, antifungal peptides, and bacteriocins
as antimicrobial metabolites (Heredia-Castro et al., 2015). Due to restrictions on the use of chemical
additives and preservatives, it is important to use bio-preservatives in the food industry (Gao et al.,
2015). For that purpose, bacteriocin-based bio-preservation is common in the food industry (Gálvez et
al., 2007). Not much is known specifically about protective activities of the strain LC705. Suomalainen
and Mäyrä-Mäkinen (1999) developed a protective culture combination to replace chemical
preservatives like sorbic acid and acetic acid in fermented milk and bread. The developed protective
culture combination consists of two different bacteria: Lactobacillus rhamnosus LC705 and
Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS. That study showed that L. rhamnosus LC705 and
P. freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS together inhibited the growht of food spoilage yeasts, molds and
Bacillus species. Another study (Luukkonen et al., 2005) showed that Lactobacillus rhamnosus LC705
can inhibit the growth of Listeria in Edam cheese. Neither of the studies explained the mechanism of
the inhibitory effect. This inhibitory mechanism requires further investigation in LC705.
1.3. Transcriptome

The transcriptome is the whole set of both coding and non-coding RNAs transcribed from the
genome of an organism at a specific stage. Transcription analysis is very common and important
because it provides functional characterization of the genome, an understanding of the expression of
genome at the transcription level and annotation of transcripts and operons. This information helps to
reconstruct gene networks that give the opportunity to understand cellular functions, regulatory
pathways and biological systems and also to understand disease processes and help in diagnosis and
drug discovery.
For transcriptome studies, different types of technologies have been developed: hybridization
techniques (microarrays) and sequencing techniques. For the hybridization techniques, mostly
annotated genomes are used to construct microarrays, and RNAs of the sample are converted to labeled
complementary DNA (cDNA). Incubation process provide hybridization of labeled cDNA and
microarrays which provide detection of transcript levels (Van Vliet, 2010). To get very high-resolution
results from hybridization techniques, genomic tiling microarrays were constructed. It uses overlapping
short sequence of probes that provide genome-wide analysis of RNA with high resolution (Selinger et
al., 2000). Genomic tiling microarray method is not commonly used because it is very expensive (Pinto
et al., 2011). For a long time, microarrays were mainly used in transcriptomic studies and thousands of
14

publications were published using microarrays. However, microarray technology has critical
limitations. It produces high rate of noise because of cross-hybridization, and transcription level
comparison is often difficult because it requires complicated normalization methods (Wang et al.,
2009).
Sequencing techniques for transcriptome studies are based on determining cDNA sequence.
Sequencing methods like Sanger sequencing of cDNA or expressed sequence tags (EST) libraries and
tag-based methods such as serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), cap analysis of gene expression
(CAGE) and massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) were used for studying transcriptomes.
These methods are highly expensive and have some difficulties in mapping to the reference genome
(Wang et al., 2009). Due to these disadvantages, usage of traditional sequencing is limited in
transcription studies. New approach to sequencing which is next generation ultrahigh-throughput
sequencing, provided a new method for quantifying transcriptomes. This method is RNA-sequencing
(RNA-Seq). RNA-Seq has several advantages over other traditional methods. It is similar price than
other methods. It does not require probe sequences nor genome to be existing prior analysis. It can
analyse whole transcription, thereby it is possible to work with operons and non-coding RNAs.
Additionally, RNA-Seq data provides high resolution results, which improves the mapping of the
sequences to the reference genome. It does not produce high background noise and new transcripts can
be seen with RNA-Seq. Lastly, it is more sensitive in low levels of expression when sufficient
sequencing depth is reached. With these advantages, RNA-Seq became the gold standard for
transcriptome studies (Wang et al., 2009).
The basic working principle of RNA-Seq starts with the conversion of isolated RNAs to a
library of cDNA fragments with the addition of adapter sequences by library-construction methods.
Molecules which are obtained by library-construction are sequenced via ultrahigh-throughput
sequencing machine to get single-end sequencing or pair-end sequencing results. Any of the nextgeneration sequencing platforms like Illumina, SOLiD, Roche 454, Ion Torrent, and Pacific biosciences
(Pacbio) can be used for RNA-sequencing. The size and quality of the reads from sequencing machine
vary depending on the DNA-sequencing machine and DNA-sequencing technology. Every platform
uses different library construction protocols and methods. After getting the reads from sequencing,
bioinformatic analysis is needed to process the huge data. The bioinformatic analysis is critical for
RNA-Seq and it is as challenging as the experimental process including isolation of RNAs, cDNA
library construction and sequencing. Bioinformatic analysis procedure of RNA-Seq can be vary
15

depending on experimental design, but it mostly includes quality control of RNA-Seq data and filtering
of the data, alignment of the filtered reads to a reference genome, calculation of expression levels of
genes, analysis of differentially expressed genes and their visualization.
1.4. RNA–Seq Analysis of the Transcriptome of the Bacteria

RNA transcripts in a population of bacterial cells can be studied by sequencing of cDNA
libraries with RNA-Seq technology. In comparison to eukaryotic genomes, bacterial genomes are
smaller and contain high rates of coding sequences (CDS). Nevertheless, compared to eukaryotic RNA
transcriptome studies, bacterial transcriptome studies are more challenging. Eukaryotic messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) have a long poly-A tail that provides easy mRNA isolation from other RNAs by
hybridization to immobilized poly-T residues. However, mostly prokaryotic mRNAs either do not
contain poly-A tails (Srinivasan et al., 1975) or contain a short poly-A tail (Sarkar et al., 1997).
Additionally, bacterial mRNA generally has shorter life time and high ribonuclease activity make
bacterial mRNA unstable (Deutscher, 2006). Due to these difficulties, RNA-Seq technology was first
used for eukaryotic cells (Van Vliet, 2010). These difficulties were overcame with new methods (Sorek
and Cossart, 2010) that include capturing and removing rRNAs, degrading rRNAs with magnetic
beads, or using artificially polyadenylated mRNAs. Currently, developing technologies are creating
methods and protocols (Avraham et al., 2016; Shishkin et al., 2015) that allow working on single cells
and studying host and pathogen transcriptomes with barcoding and pooling RNAs before library
preparation.
The following sub-chapters will cover the steps of RNA-Seq workflow (summarized in figure
3), RNA-Seq data analysis for transcriptome and determination of gene expression changes in bacterial
cells.
1.4.1. RNA Extraction
To generating cDNA libraries of bacterial RNA, the first step is to purify RNA from bacteria.
Generally RNA is extracted from bacteria by using commercially available kits like RNAEasy
(Qiagen), TRIZOL Max (Life Technologies), or RiboPure (Life Technologies). These kits extract RNA
by using specific lysis and filters or membranes. The kits provide easy, rapid and efficient purification
of high-quality RNA. It is important to choose a method or kit that does not bias the transcriptome and
16

is able to collect enough RNA for the library construction (Croucher and Thomson, 2010; Wilhelm and
Landry, 2009). Library construction requires approximately 0.1–10 μg of total RNA, depending on the
aim of the study and library construction protocols (Pease and Sooknanan, 2012). DNA contamination
is very common during the RNA extraction step, hence DNase treatment is highly recommended to
degrade genomic DNA. For bacterial cells, extracted RNA samples contain high-concentration of
rRNA. High amounts of rRNA can create wasted effort sequencing the same rRNA millions of times
(Wilhelm and Landry, 2009). Hence depletion of rRNA by hybridization using commercial kits like
Ribo-Zero Magnetic Kit (Bacteria) (Epicentre Biotechnologies) and MicrobExpress Bacterial mRNA
Purification Kit (Ambion) can be done to enrich mRNA and non-coding RNA (ncRNA). Nevertheless,
Lahens et al. (2014) showed that rRNA depletion creates critical biases in coverage. Therefore mRNA
enrichment step is optional. After RNA extraction, it is important to check quality of RNA for
degradation, quantity and purity.
1.4.2. Library Preparation
RNA samples are not directly sequenced. Next-generation sequencing technology prefers to
sequence DNA directly because of technical maturity and better stability of DNA (Korpelainen et al.,
2014). Therefore, the main aim of library construction for RNA-Seq is to convert single-stranded RNA
to a library of cDNA fragments by reverse transcription with adding adapter sequences. Adapter
sequences help sequences reads to combine with primers for amplification during sequencing. Library
preparation steps can vary depending on library protocols. These variations between protocols can
create differences in strand-specificity, library complexity, coverage and level of gene expression
(Levin et al., 2010). There are several different protocols for library preparation, but the main basic
steps are mRNA fragmentation, cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription, adapter ligation and PCR
amplification and purification of library.
There are two different main protocols for library construction: non-strand-specific protocol and
strand-specific protocol. Non-strand-specific protocols are cheaper and contains fewer steps compared
to strand-specific protocols. Non-strand-specific protocols work well in gene expression studies but
cannot determine original strand of the transcript which is important for overlapping transcripts, gene
regulation and antisense RNA studies. Non-strand-specific library generation is mostly based on one
standard protocol. The fragmentation step in non-strand-specific library generation can be done in two
ways: fragmentation of cDNA or fragmentation of RNA samples. Both methods create the same cDNA
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library. However, RNA sample fragmentation has less bias compared to cDNA fragmentation (Wang et
al., 2009). After the RNA samples fragmentation, forward and reverse strands of cDNA are synthesized
by reverse transcription using random hexamers which bind to random complementary sites on a target
cDNA.
To determine the strand of the transcript, strand-specific protocols are used. Strand-specific
protocols are technically more challenging and more time consuming compared to non-strand-specific
protocols. There are two main classes of strand-specific RNA-Seq library construction protocols that
use different techniques. The first technique uses strand-specific adapters in a known orientation, hence
these protocols mark the 3’ end and 5’ ends of the mRNA when cDNAs are created. The second
technique is chemical modification of strands including bisulfide treatment and dUTP modification
(Mills et al., 2013). Every step in strand-specific protocols can change depending on the sequencing
platform used, and every sequencing platform has published its own protocols and kits for library
construction. It is recommended to use the library construction protocols of sequencing platforms, but it
can be expensive. Hence low-cost RNA sequencing protocols (Hou et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011) are
quite common. Library preparation step is critical for the whole analysis because protocols are
generally biased processes. Several factors can create bias including favored specific sites in
fragmentation of RNA. PCR library amplification step can create critical bias including sequence
artifacts due to unequal amplification or amplification efficiency (van Dijk et al., 2014). Bias in the
library preparation step can cause low-complexity libraries, which is problematic for sequencing step.
Hence it is very important to choose protocol and kits carefully.
1.4.3. Sequencing of cDNA Library
Purified cDNA fragments can be sequenced by using a variety of next-generation sequencing
platforms such as Illumina, SOLiD, Ion Torrent and Pacific Biosciences. Each different sequencing
platform provides different lengths of reads, depth of coverage and quality by using different methods
to sequence. Illumina is the most commonly used high-throughput sequencing platform that sequences
via synthesis technique (Reuter et al., 2015). In this process, cDNA fragments are hybridized to glass
slide (flowcell) based on complementarity with adapter sequences. To create high amount of hybridized
cDNA fragments, they are amplified as a bridge and clusters are generated by polymerases. After the
bridge amplification, the reverse strand is removed by washing. For sequencing by synthesis,
nucleotides are differently labeled with fluorescent tags are added (Liu et al., 2012). Additional
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sequencing reagent start polymerization reaction and only one base complement the template at a time.
Different fluorescent tags from the nucleotides produce unique emission wavelengths and imaging of
the emission wavelength are used to determine the base by a coupled-charge device (Reuter et al.,
2015). Sequencing can be performed at one end or from both ends (paired-end). If paired-end
sequencing is used, both ends of the cDNA fragment is sequenced. Illumina produces wide ranges of
instruments (Miniseq series, Miseq series, Hiseq series and NovaSeq series) with different features.
Depending on the instrument model, read lengths can be 100-300 nucleotides and run time of these
instruments can be vary between 4 hours and 3 days.
The SOLiD sequencing platform uses oligonucleotide ligation-based chemistry instead of
synthesis method. In SOLiD platform, cDNA fragments are attached to magnetic beads that contains
complementary oligonucleotides and emulsion PCR is performed for clonal sequencing as an
amplification step. Amplification products are selected and bound to a flowcell by covalent bonding.
On a SOLiD flowcell, sequencing is performed by a DNA ligase. Universal primer is bound to the
adapter sequence of amplified fragments to create a ligation site for specific octamers, which contain
di-base probes and fluorescent labels (Shendure and Ji, 2008). There are 16 possible di-base
combination with four fluorescent labels. If the di-base is complementary to the cDNA fragment,
ligation occurs and fluorescent signals are produced. In the second cycle, specific octamer is cleaved at
the 5th base and a ligation site is generated for the new specific octamer. Therefore ligation cycles
sequence every 5th base of amplified fragments. The number of cycles of ligation determine the read
length. For the 35 base-pair (bp) read length, seven cycles of ligation is performed. After cycles of
ligation, the first universal primer is removed from the amplified cDNA fragment and new primer is
bound to the adapter sequence of amplified fragment at the n-1 position for a new round of ligation
cycles. This process is repeated with new primer positions to get the whole read of the amplified
fragment. Due to the usage of dinucleotide probes, each base is interrogated twice. The di-base probe
approach from SOLiD provide a low error rate with accuracy of up to 99.99% (Korpelainen et al.,
2014). Depending on the sequencer model of the SOLiD platform, the read length can be vary from 35
bp to 85 bp and the run time can take up to 7 days (Liu et al., 2012).
Ion Torrent is another sequencing platform that uses sequencing by synthesis technique like the
Illumina sequencing platform. Instead of measuring light signals, Ion Torrent detects pH changes
caused by the production of hydrogen ions during DNA synthesis (Rothberg et al., 2011). To detect
hydrogen ions, Ion Torrent platform uses complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
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technology with ion-sensitive field-effect transistor because high sensitivity of hydrogen ions
(Rothberg et al., 2011). The process in Ion Torrent starts with hybridization of cDNA fragments to
bead. cDNA libraries which contain adapter sequences are clonally amplified to magnetic bead by
using emulsion PCR. Template-carrying beads are loaded to sensor microwells where sequencing by
synthesis chemical reaction occurs. In the sensor microwells of the Ion Torrent platform, four different
nucleotides provided one by one. When a nucleotide is complementary to the template, it binds to
template by polymerase and hydrogen ion is released. Released hydrogen is detected by the
semiconductor sensor and converted to a voltage signal (Reuter et al., 2015). The Ion Torrent
sequencing platform offers high-speed, high-quality and low-cost sequencing performance without
fluorescence labeling and camera scanning. It has a limitation with homopolymer repeats.
Homopolymer of length longer than six base pairs create high error rates (Reuter et al., 2015). Ion
Torrent sequencing platform allow to use maximum 200 bp to 400 bp read length. The run time of the
sequencing can vary between two and eight hours depending on the machine model.
The Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing platform uses single-molecule real-time (SMRT)
technology which represents third-generation sequencing. The leading difference of SMRT sequencing
is that it requires only single molecules and enables real-time observation. As it works with single
molecules, clonal amplification by PCR is not needed; hence DNA preparation time is shorter than in
other sequencing platforms and can avoid bias and errors caused by PCR for whole genome sequencing
(Liu et al., 2012). For RNA-Seq, Pacbio platform uses the isoform sequencing (Iso-Seq) application.
Iso-Seq requires large scale PCR but it provides full length transcripts without assembly and isoforms
of transcripts. In SMRT, the sequencing template (SMRTbell) is prepared by ligation of hairpin
adapters to both end of cDNA molecules. Prepared SMRTbell is transferred to chip named SMRT cell
which contains zeptoliter-sized chambers called zero-mode waveguides (ZMW). DNA synthesis occurs
in the ZMW with polymerase at the bottom which binds to the hairpin structure of SMRTbell. During
DNA synthesis, four fluorescently-labeled nucleotides are used. Fluorescent signals is detected by
camera in real time (Reuter et al., 2015). One of the advantages of the PacBio platform is read length.
Compare to other platforms PacBio can generate much longer reads. The average read length of the
PacBio sequencing is over 10 Kbp and maximum reads can be longer than 60 Kbp (Rhoads and Au,
2015). Nevertheless, PacBio sequencing platform creates high error rate (up to 10-15%) compared to
other sequencing platforms (Rhoads and Au, 2015).
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1.4.4. Analysis of Bacterial RNA-Seq Data for Differential Gene Expression Analysis
The huge amount of data is created from RNA-Seq needs to be analyzed. Interpretation of
RNA-Seq data requires robust computational programs, bioinformatic tools and powerful servers.
There are several types of applications for RNA-Seq experiments like fusion gene detection,
differential gene expression studies and RNA editing. There is no single pipeline for those applications.
Quality control, data filtering and trimming, alignment of reads (mapping) or de novo assembly and
indexing (quantification) of reads are common steps for all applications. For gene expression studies,
extra statistical steps are needed for identifying significance in genetic expression within the context of
experimental conditions.
1.4.4.1. Quality Check
As a result of RNA-Seq millions of raw short sequence reads are mostly generated as a FASTQ
file. During generation of these reads, critical quality problems may occur because of sequencing
errors, library preparation errors and PCR bias. These poor-quality sequences can badly affect mapping
and assembly results and gene expression estimates. Raw bases also contains adapter sequences that
need to be trimmed before mapping. To check the quality of raw reads, several tools have been
published, such as FastQC (Andrews, 2010), NGSQC (Dai et al., 2010) and PRINSEQ (Schmieder and
Edwards, 2011). With these tools, it is possible to determine base sequence qualities based on Phred
quality score, sequence GC content, read length distribution, sequence duplication and adapter
contents. Base sequence qualities based on Phred quality score measures the error probability for each
base (Ewing and Green, 1998). Quality values are encoded into the next-generation sequencing output
(FASTQ file format) with ASCII characters. Depending on the sequencing platform, different ASCII
offsets can be used. Offset of 64 and 33 (also named Sanger encoding) are mainly used. For files that
use Phred scores with an ASCII offset of 64, the 64 th character is used as zero. For files with an ASCII
ofset of 33, the 33rd character is used as zero. The Phred quality score calculation is logarithmic based.
For example, a Phred score of 20 means there is a 1 in 100 chance that the base is wrong, hence
accuracy is 99%. Similarly, a Phred score of 30 means that on average every 1000 bp read contains an
error, hence accuracy is 99.9%.
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Figure 3. RNA-Seq workflow starts with sample preparation and RNA extraction. Total RNA from
samples can be extracted with some commercial kits. mRNA enrichment step is optional and can be
applied with commercial kits. After pure RNA extracted, library preparation can be done with RNA
fragmentation, reverse transcription, adapter ligation, and library amplification steps. Finally
sequencing can be done with next-generation sequencing platforms. Produced RNA-Seq data can be
analyzed with bioinformatic tools.
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1.4.4.2. Filtering and Trimming

After the quality check, filtering and trimming the data is an important step to get rid of badquality reads and adapter sequences, while improving the mappability. Filtering the data represents
removing the whole read, while trimming represents removing poor-quality ends of reads.
Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and Cutadapt (Martin, 2011) can be used for both filtering and
trimming the data. For filtering the data, the mean quality of reads and read length are two key factors.
It is difficult to define best values for minimum quality and minimum length filtering. Filtering values
should be applied according to experimental design and sequencing platform. For example, for gene
expression profile studies, filtering values affect significantly the gene expression estimates (de Sá et
al., 2015; Williams et al., 2016). Ideally the recommended Phred quality score is 25 or higher
(Korpelainen et al., 2014). Therefore quality filtering should be applied for reads with scores less than
25 and for very short reads. Trimming the data is needed for RNA-seq studies for two main reasons:
adapter trimming and low-quality base trimming. For filtering the reads, the mean quality of reads is
considered. However, for trimming the reads, base quality is considered. For many sequencing
platforms, quality of reads decreases towards the 3’ end of reads (Conesa et al., 2016). The low-quality
ends need to be trimmed based on base quality. Adapter sequences that were added to reads during
library generation should also be trimmed. If adapter sequence is not known, some adapter prediction
algorithms (Schmieder et al., 2010) can be used. Bioinformatic tools that are used for filtering and
trimming the data may require knowing the type of data information like paired-end or single-end,
adapter location (3’end or 5’end) and type quality encoding type (ASCII 33 or 64). It is critical to
define these parameters to get proper results from filtering and trimming RNA-Seq data.
1.4.4.3. Mapping
After high-quality data is obtained from filtering and trimming, the next step is to align these
millions of reads to a reference genome or transcriptome to define the locations of the reads. Mapping
for bacterial RNA-Seq data is easier than eukaryotic RNA-Seq data, due to the fact that splicing
activities are very rare and that introns are very low. Due to the millions of reads that are aligned, speed
was a problem for mapping (Trapnell and Salzberg, 2009). Several published tools such as STAR
(Dobin et al., 2013), TopHat2 (Kim et al., 2013) and Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) provide
ultra-fast and memory-efficient read aligning. The algorithms that are used for alignment not only
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provide ultra-fast alignment, but also cope with mismatches and indels very efficiently. The typical
created output file from aligners is Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) files (Li et al., 2009). SAM files
contain several information about mapped read like mapping quality, reference sequence name, query
quality and read size. SAM files can be unsorted and require high amount of disk space. Hence it is
efficient to convert and sort SAM files to the Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) file format, which is the
binary representation of SAM files. After mapping, it is important to check the quality of mapping and
percentage of mapped reads. Additionally, visualizing the reads by using a reference genome can allow
quality check by human eye. Visualizing can be done with Integrative Genomics Viewer (Robinson et
al., 2011) and Tablet (Milne et al., 2010).
1.4.4.4. Transcript Quantification
After mapping, quantification is done to define the number of reads that are aligned to each
gene, transcript or exon. If a reference genome is already annotated, aligned reads can be easily
counted by using the coordinates of transcripts. This gene expression estimates can be done with
bioinformatic tools such as HTSeq (Anders et al., 2015) and featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014). For the
quantification step, reads mapped to multiple regions or overlapped with multiple genes can create
problems for differential gene expression studies. HTSeq and featureCounts offer the option to exclude
these multi-overlapped reads or count them for each overlapped gene. Generally for differential gene
expression analysis, excluding multi-overlapped reads is considered the better option (Liao et al., 2014;
Anders et al., 2015). If there is no reference genome, quantification can be done by using de novo
transcriptome assembly. Finally, transcript quantification can be done without mapping the reads by
using software such as Sailfish (Patro et al., 2014) and Kallisto (Bray et al., 2016). Transcript
quantification without mapping is much faster than other methods because of skipping mapping step.
Quantification without mapping method uses counts of k-mers across reads. Hence the k-mer length is
a critical parameter for these tools. It is important to choose proper parameters to get accurate results
(Patro et al., 2014; Bray et al., 2016).
1.4.4.5. Differential Gene Expression Analysis

Gene expression profiling identifies genes that are differentially expressed in different
conditions. Basically, differential gene expression analysis is a statistical power analysis for transcript
quantification. Several different R packages have been published for differential gene expression
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analysis such as DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014), edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010), EBSeq (Leng et al., 2013),
and ShrinkBayes (van de Wiel et al., 2014). There are three main steps for differentially expressed gene
analysis: normalization, dispersion estimation and significance testing to provide false discovery rates
(FDRs). Normalization is the first step for differential gene expression analysis, raw RNA-seq data has
some problems that originated from sequencing. Sequencing depth and library sizes are different for
each samples, hence raw counts cannot be used without proper normalization (Soneson et al., 2013).
For that purpose different normalization methods are exist like total count, upper quartile (UQ),
trimmed mean of M-values (TMM), reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) and DESeq
normalization method. Dillies et al. (2013) showed that total count, RPKM and UQ methods are not
efficient, hence TMM and DESeq normalization methods are recommended to use for normalization
step. Most R packages use raw count data and perform internal normalization. Some packages like
ShrinkBayes require normalized data.
Fold change based on read counts is commonly used measure for differential gene expression
(Feng et al., 2012). It is a measure that determines quantity changes between samples. Using raw fold
change can create problems for low counts, hence dispersion estimation is needed before significance
testing. For example, to remove this problem, DESeq2 uses log fold change (LFC) shrinkage approach
(Love et al., 2014). As a result of LCF shrinkage approach, DESeq2 R package returns shrunken log 2
fold change estimates for each gene. Shrunken LFC is divided by its standard error for the significance
testing (Wald test) in DESeq2 package. The Wald test gives P-values of gene expressions. As multiple
testing creates false positive results, adjustment for it is needed. Hence, estimation of FDR with the
procedure of Benjamini-Hochberg is used in DESeq2 to adjuste multiple testing (Love et al., 2014).
Different methods can be seen by other R packages, but as a result of statistical power analysis, FDR
and fold change data determine the significantly differentially expressed genes. Up-regulated and
down-regulated gene lists can be created by determining a proper threshold for FDR and fold change
data.
1.4.4.6. Downstream Analysis: Gene Set Enrichment and Pathway Analysis
Produced gene sets from differential gene expression analysis (up-regulated and down-regulated
genes) need to be biologically interpreted by enrichment analysis to determine molecular functions and
pathways of differentially expressed genes. For the gene enrichment analysis, transcriptome needs to be
annotated by functional categories. Gene Ontology (GO) (Gene Ontology Consortium et al., 2013) is
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the most common annotation library for classification of genes. GO contains three different main
domains including biological process (BP), molecular function (MF) and cellular component (CC).
Annotated genes are assigned with descriptive GO definitions (GO terms) that show the process or
activity of a gene. Several tools have been published for GO classification and GO enrichment such as
DAVID (Huang et al., 2007), BiNGO (Maere et al., 2005) and LEGO (Dong et al., 2016). There are
different approaches for enrichment analysis statistical tests. Fisher's exact test and the hypergeometric
test are two main common tests for enrichment analysis (Rivals et al., 2007). Basically, these tools
calculate P-values with statistical tests for GO terms dependent on a list of up-regulated or downregulated genes.
Besides GO enrichment, other databases like KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) and BioCyc
(Caspi et al., 2016) can be used for pathway analysis, pathway construction and defining enriched
pathways. Pathway analysis is critical for understanding the biological functions of transcriptome data.
It provides determination of function of genes and their roles in pathways. Pathway construction can be
done with automatic pathway servers such as KAAS (Moriya et al., 2007) and RAST (Aziz et al.,
2008). These servers are fully automatic, therefore functional annotation of proteins is also done by
servers with finding best similarity matches and through homology to reference genes. Additional to
fully automatic pathway construction servers, bioinformatic tools like Pathway Tools (Karp et al.,
2002) can be used to construct pathways. Unlike pathway construction servers, Pathway Tools does not
functionally annotate the genome. It requires annotation file which can include protein names, enzyme
commission (EC) number and GO terms. Annotated proteins are mapped to BioCyc pathway database
in Pathway Tools. As the annotation is not automatic, it is possible to construct more precise and clear
pathways in Pathway Tools by checking the annotation manually. Similar to GO enrichment analysis,
pathway enrichment analysis is done with statistical tests such as Fisher's exact test. By using separated
lists of up-regulated and down-regulated genes, it is possible to define which pathway is activated or
deactivated under specific condition.
1.5. Functional Gene Annotation

The prediction of functional role of genes is critical step for genomic studies. Functional
annotation is the first step that provide biological role of the gene. Without accurate annotation, there is
a big possibility to miss important results. The information of functional annotation of genes can be
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vary depending on the databases such as UniProt (Boutet et al., 2016), RefSeq (O'Leary et al., 2016),
KEGG and GO. As a result of gene annotation, function of a gene can be defined with functional
description (protein name), EC number, Transporter Classification (TC) number (Saier et al., 2016) and
GO terms. EC and TC numbers are classification numbers, EC number is four digit numerical
classification for enzymes, and therefore it is more useful for defining enzyme functions, while TC
number is used for classification of membrane transport proteins. Automated functional gene
annotation is mostly done by sequence similarity and through homology. Sequence similarity method
uses sequence-sequence comparison against databases by using alignment algorithms by using
alignment tools like BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). With best hit score of alignment, annotation
determined with finding homology to genes which function is experimentally known.
Automated gene annotation based on sequence similarity provide fast annotation, but error rate
can be quite high (Jones et al., 2007). Best matching sequence is not always give accurate results for
annotation (Promponas et al., 2015), and it requires manual curation to discard false positive
annotations. Due to it is very slow to check all annotation manually, bioinformatic tools which use
intelligent methods to decrease risk of incorrect annotation like PANNZER (Koskinen et al., 2015) can
be used. PANNZER reduces errors by using k-nearest neighbour clustering and novel weighted
statistical testing (Z-score) instead of best BLAST hit method. Additionally, the source of error and
misannotation can be also false positive annotations in databases, level of misannotation can reach 60%
for some databases (Schnoes et al., 2009). Therefore using multiple databases and choosing accurate
database is one of the critical steps for successful functional gene annotation.
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2. Aims of the Study
The aim of this study was provide genomic and transcriptomic analysis of Lactobacillus
rhamnosus strain LC705 by using RNA-Seq technology and bioinformatic methods to increase
understanding of roles of L. rhamnosus strain LC705 during cheese ripening in different temperatures.
In this work, the specific focus was to:
I) Re-annotate gene annotations of strain LC705.
II) Analyze metabolic pathways of strain LC705 for cheese ripening by using updated gene
annotations.
III) Determine the gene expression responses of Strain LC705 during warm room and cold room cheese
ripening process.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Cheese Sampling and RNA-sequencing
RNA were extracted for RNA transcriptome analysis from three warm and three cold room
cheese samples during ripening process (Figure 4). Cheese type which was used for this research was
semi hard Maasdam-type cheese. For this study, semi hard Maasdam-type cheese cooked with
mesophilic cooking recipe by using mesophilic starter and thermophilic cultures; Lactococcus lactis
ssp. lactis, Lactococcus lactis ssp. cremoris, Lactobacillus rhamnosus strain LC705, Lactobacillus
helveticus and Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii JS. Three cooked cheeses named A, B
and C were cut into four parts and wrapped with ripening foil for the ripening step. First 30 days,
cheeses were ripened in warm room which was at +20°C. After 30 days in warm room ripening,
cheeses were transferred into cold room which was at +5°C, and ripening process was continued for
another 30 days. The first triplet samples were collected at warm room on day 12 of ripening and
samples were named A1, B1 and C1. The second triplet samples were collected at cold room on day 37
and samples were named A3, B3 and C3 (Figure 4).
Cell isolation process from cheese samples started by blending cheese samples with 2% trisodium citrate in a Stomacher filter pouch and mixing with Stomacher blender for 2.5 minutes.
Obtained liquid was centrifuged for 7 minutes then liquid and fat were removed. Suspension of pellet
was done in 2 ml RNA Protect Bacteria Reagent (Qiagen). After second centrifuge process, liquid and
fat were removed again and cell pellet was obtained. For the RNA extraction from cell pellet, method
described by (Koskenniemi et al., 2011) was used.
RIBOZero kit (Epicentre) was used for removing rRNA by following manufacturer instructions.
By using Ovation RNA-Seq System V2 (NuGEN Technologies Inc., San Carlos, CA) RNA fractions
were amplified as cDNA and libraries were constructed. Libraries were sequenced by using the SOLiD
5500XL (Life technologies) sequencer with single-end sequencing method with non-strand-specific
protocol. SOLID 5500XL sequencer converted 306,557,758 reads to FASTQ-files. Created FASTQfiles were transferred to computer servers for analyzing and interpreting the data.
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Figure 4. Cooked semi hard Maasdam-type cheeses were ripened 60 days in total. 30 days in warm
room and 30 days in cold room. First triplet samples (A1, B1 and C1) collected at day 12, quarter of the
cheese was taken for RNA-sequencing. Second triplet samples (A3, B3 and C3) collected at day 37,
another quarter of the cheese was taken for RNA-sequencing.
3.2. Gene Annotation Update and Pathway Analysis

Before the RNA-Seq data analysis, as a first step of the project, the gene annotation of strain
LC705 (published on 2009 (Kankainen et al., 2009)) was updated. To update the gene annotation of
strain LC705, the bioinformatic tools PANNZER, Blast2GO (Conesa et al., 2005) and KEGG
automatic annotation server (KAAS) were used. For identification and visualization of the new
pathways with updated annotations, we used Pathway Tools. Gene annotation update was performed in
two steps, first step was updating conserved and putative proteins and the second was adding updated
enzyme code numbers to annotated genes.
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For the conserved and putative proteins update, PANNZER was used. Proteins with Description
Similarity Measure scores higher than 0.7 were considered as significantly high score in PANNZER.
To obtain updated EC numbers, protein FASTA file, Blast2GO and KAAS tools were used.
With Blast2GO, we run NCBI BLASTp by using RefSeq and Swiss-Prot database by using parameters
of BLAST expectation value (E-value) 1.03E-3, number of BLAST hits 20 and taxonomy filter
bacteria. Thereafter annotation file contains EC numbers of 904 protein products was generated by the
tool with RefSeq database. KAAS tool was also used by uploading FASTA file of strain LC705 to
KAAS server and using BBH (bi-directional best hit) alignment method. KAAS gave us EC numbers
of 615 protein products as an output. Comparing Blast2GO and KAAS EC number annotation results
showed that 500 genes annotated commonly. Addition to 500 genes, Blast2GO annotated 404 unique
genes more while KAAS annotated 115 unique genes. Combination of these results gave us EC
numbers for 1019 genes. Obtained EC numbers and new protein descriptions from PANNZER were
added to annotation file of LC705 with manually written Python script and UNIX command-line
applications.
Finally, to see the difference between old protein products and new protein products, we
compared old annotation file and updated annotation file in Pathway Tools. For that purpose, we
converted annotation files to Genbank format with EMBOSS Seqret (Rice et al., 2000). Each different
pathway is checked manually by comparing two different annotation. New annotation file was also
used for metabolic pathway analysis of strain LC705 with Pathway Tools and important pathways
related to cheese ripening were reported.
3.3. RNA-Seq Data Analysis

RNA-Seq data analysis was performed to analyze differential gene expression analysis between
two different time points. Our RNA-Seq data analysis workflow was summarized in figure 5. Basically
workflow steps contain filtering and quality control, mapping (align the reads to genome), counting
reads per genes, differential expression analysis.
3.3.1. Filtering and Quality Control
Cutadapt tool was used to filter and trim sequences. SOLiD next generation platform uses adapter
sequence which is “CGCCTTGGCCGTACAGCAG” in library-construction step and create reads with
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adapter sequence. This adapter sequence was removed from reads using Cutadapt. Addition to adapter
sequence trimming, reads that contain less than 30 base pairs and low-quality ends which have less
than
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CGCCTTGGCCGTACAGCAG -o 3a_cutadapt.fastq 3a_combined.fastq” command for sample 3a, and
all samples were processed identically. Adapter sequence and quality trimming can create high number
of short reads. Short reads should be removed because short reads are hard to map unambiguously.
Next, quality check was done for reads by using FastQC.
3.3.2. Mapping and Counting Reads

Generated reads were mapped onto the genome of strain LC705 using Bowtie2. To check
mapping results by human eye, reads that aligned to the genome of strain LC705 are visualized by
Tablet software. Mapped reads were sorted and converted to BAM file format using SAMtools (Li et
al., 2009) with “samtools view -bS 3a_lc705_map.sam | samtools sort – 3a_lc705_map_sorted”
command for sample 3a, and all samples were processed identically. Sorted BAM files were used for
creating count data using HTSeq using “htseq-count -s no -f bam -t gene --idattr ID
3a_lc705_sorted.bam lc705.gff > 3a_lc705.counts” command. In more detail, with “-s no” command,
we specified non-strand-specific protocol was used for sequencing, “-f bam” used for specify format of
the input data, “-t gene” indicated feature type of annotation file, “--idattr ID” indicated feature ID that
is used in annotation file. The mode of HTSeq was not changed, default mode union which exclude
multi-overlapped reads was used.
3.3.3. Differential gene expression
The differential expressions between two time points were obtained with DESeq2 using R by creating
two conditions warm room and cold room ripening. Thus the design for differential expression analysis
was depending only on one condition. A1, B1 and C1 samples were assigned to condition warm room
ripening, and A3, B3, C3 samples were assigned to condition cold room ripening. By using this design
matrix, comparative analysis result table was created. For FDR values, DESeq2 software returns
adjusted P value (padj) for each genes. In this study genes with padj < 0.10 and log2 Fold Change > 1
were considered as significantly differentially expressed.
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3.3.4. Gene enrichment analysis

Gene enrichment analysis performed with two different tools; Pathway Tools and Blast2GO.
Pathway Tools provided pathway enrichment analysis by using 0.10 P-value limiting and Fisher Exact
test. Blast2GO software assigned biological functions based on BLAST sequence homologies and
Gene ontology annotations of strain LC705. Gene enrichment analysis up- and down-regulated genes
over all strain LC705 genes were tested by using Blast2GO with 0.05 P-value filter mode, Fisher’s
Exact test.
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Figure 5. For the beginning, adapter and low quality sequences were removed. Then the quality of
reads was checked. For the next step, origin of the reads was described by mapping to the reference
genome. Then reads were counted per genes using HTSeq with union mode and, finally differential
gene expression analysis was done by using statistical testing.
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4. Results
4.1. Gene annotation update

We updated published gene annotations of the strain LC705 to obtain new and more accurate
gene annotations for our study. The published annotation file of strain LC705 contained approximately
850 proteins that did not have a specific gene annotation which were described as a putative or
conserved proteins in annotation file. Out of that 850 proteins that did not have a specific gene
annotation, we defined 77 proteins with PANNZER tools. Already annotated genes were updated by
assigning Enzyme Commission (EC) number. We used two different databases (RefSeq and Swiss-Prot)
for blasting. Annotation results from RefSeq database gave more proteins sequences with BLAST Hits
and GO annotation compared to annotation results from Swiss-Prot database (Figure 6).

In more

detail, %75 of total protein sequences from LC 705 are annotated with Refseq database, while 52% of
total protein sequences annotated with Swiss-Prot database. Hence to creating EC numbers, we decided
to use RefSeq database annotation results. In total, we added 1197 EC numbers to annotation file of
strain LC705 by using Blast2GO and KAAS annotation results.
The comparison between old and updated annotation file in Pathway Tools showed that gene
annotation update was successful. With the updated annotation file we saw that there were 72 new
pathways were gained while 10 pathways were lost after the pathway analysis. Within these 72 new
pathways, there were several new pathways related to cheese ripening like sugar degradations, amino
acid degradations and fermentation pathways which are key pathways for cheese production and flavor
formation. The table 3 summarizes new pathways and pathways that got lost as a result of gene
annotation update.
4.2. Metabolic pathways and metabolism of strain LC705 related to cheese

Updated annotation file was analyzed to identify pathways and metabolism of strain LC705
related to cheese production. Pathways of enzymatic degradation of amino acids, carboxylates
degradation, carbohydrates degradation, production of biogenic amines, vitamin biosynthesis, lipolysis
and fatty acid biosynthesis and fermentation were pathways which were related to cheese development
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and cheese flavor formation in LC705. In addition to cheese flavor pathways, we also saw pathways
which produce protective compounds for cheese.

Figure 6. Bar-plot illustration of gene annotation results by using RefSeq and Swiss-Prot databases.
RefSeq database results have more genes with BLAST Hits and GO annotation (The figure created
with Blast2GO).
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4.2.1. Fermentation Pathways

There are two types of lactic acid fermentation; homolactic and heterolactic fermentation
(summarized in figure 7). According to pathway analysis strain LC705 can use both homolactic and
heterolactic fermentation.
In homolactic fermentation glucose which is obtained from disaccharides (lactose, maltose,
melibose, sucrose and trehalose) degradation is used to produce L-lactate in strain LC705. Glucose is
fermented to pyruvate, and then pyruvate is converted to L-lactate by L-lactate dehydrogenase enzyme.
In heterolactic fermentation fructose and glucose can be used as a source. Glucose is converted
to glucose 6-phosphate by glucokinase, fructose is first converted to fructose 6-phosphate by
fructokinase and then converted to glucose 6-phosphate by glucose-6-phosphate isomerase enzyme.
Strain LC705 does not have a gene that produces fructokinase which would convert fructose to fructose
6-phosphate. However, fructose 6-phosphate can be produced by mannitol, sorbitol, sorbose, sucrose
and mannose degradation in strain LC705. Therefore we can say that in heterolactic fermentation
fructose cannot be used by strain LC705 due to lack of fructokinase. Instead of fructose, some other
hexitols and hexoses are source of fructose 6-phosphate in strain LC705. Glucose and fructose 6phosphate are fermented to ethanol and pyruvate in heterolactic fermentation. Pyruvate is converted to
L-lactate and D-lactate by L-lactate dehydrogenase and D-lactate dehydrogenase.
4.2.2. Enzymatic Degradation of Amino Acids
For the enzymatic degradation of amino acids, we saw that LC705 has genes for degradation of
L-asparagine, L-aspartate, L-cysteine, L-glutamate, L-glutamine, L-ornithine, L-homocysteine, Llysine and L-serine. Altogether strain LC705 can degrade nine different amino acids. Within these
amino acids, degradation of L-aspartate, L-cysteine, L-serine and L-glutamate are important for cheese
flavor formation.
For the L-aspartate degradation pathway, strain LC705 was found to possess aminotransferases
and aspartate aminotransferase enzymes that convert L-aspartate to oxaloacetate which is an α-keto
acid. Oxaloacetate produced from L-aspartate degradation pathway can then be converted to pyruvate
by oxaloacetate decarboxylase enzyme.
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Table 3. All gained and lost pathways after gene annotations updated.
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Similarly, L-serine can also be converted to pyruvate and ammonium by L-serine dehydratase.
Produced pyruvate can be converted by LC705 into acetic acid, acetoin, ethanol and diacetyl which are
aroma compounds and contribute to flavor formation.
L-cysteine degradation occurs in strain LC705 by cystathionine gamma-synthase enzyme.
This enzyme converts L-cysteine to pyruvate, hydrogen sulfide, H2O and ammonium. Hydrogen sulfide
is a volatile sulfur compound (VSC). VSCs are very important flavor compounds in a variety of
cheeses (Fuchsmann et al., 2015).
The last important pathway of enzymatic amino acid degradation pathway related to cheese
flavor is L-glutamate degradation. Strain LC705 produces glutamate dehydrogenase enzyme which
converts L-glutamate to 2-oxoglutarate. 2-oxoglutarate is an α-ketoglutarate which is a good α-keto
donor for transaminases in lactic acid bacteria.
4.2.3. Carboxylates Degradation
For the carboxylates degradation, strain LC705 has potential to degrade nine different
carboxylates which are (S)-malate, 2-oxobutanoate, acetyl-CoA, glycolate, L-ascorbate, malonate,
citrate, D-gluconate, mevalonate. Within these nine different carboxylates, citrate degradation produces
important flavor compounds for cheese.
Our study showed that strain LC705 has citrate lyase genes that are responsible for citrate metabolism.
On the first step in this pathway, citrate lyase complex catalyzes citrate to acetate and oxaloacetate. On
the next step, oxaloacetate is decarboxylated by the oxaloacetate decarboxylase enzyme, pyruvate and
CO2 are generated as a result of this reaction. Acetoin and diacetyl are produced by pyruvate
degradation. Acetolactate synthase enzyme is responsible for converting 2 pyruvate to (S)-2acetolactate, and α-acetolactate decarbocylase enzyme is responsible for conversion of (S)-2acetolactate to (R)-acetoin in strain LC705. Diacetyl is produced by non-enzymatic oxidative
decarboxylation from (S)-2-acetolactate. However, strain LC705 does not have genes that are
responsible for the production of 2,3-butanediol from acetoin (Figure 8). Therefore strain LC705 can
produce only acetoin and diacetyl from citrate, but not 2,3-butanediol.
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Figure 7. Heterolactic and homolactic pathways from LC705. Blue colored enzymes can be produced
by LC705. Red colored enzymes cannot be produced by LC705. Products of heterolactic fermentation
are CO2, ethanol, S-lactate and R-lactate. Product of homolactic fermentation is S-lactate.
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4.2.4. Carbohydrates Degradation
Carbohydrate sources for strain LC705 are galactose, L-rhamnose, lactose, sucrose, trehalose,
xylose, 2’-deoxy-a-D-ribose 1-phospate, N-acetylneuraminate, D-mannose, fructose, L-sorbose,
maltose, melibose, ribose. The genes responsible for the degradation of these carbohydrates are present
in the genome of the strain LC705.
Strain LC705 can catabolize lactose by using with two different pathways; lactose and galactose
degradation I and lactose degradation III. Lactose degradation III pathway converts lactose to galactose
and glucose by α- and β-galactosidase and glycosyl hydrolase. Lactose and galactose degradation I
pathway converts lactose 6’-phosphate to D-galactose 6’-phosphate and glucose by enzyme 6-phosphoβ-galactosidase. These glucose molecules which are produced by lactose degradation in strain LC705
are used in heterolactic and homolactic fermentation and converted to lactate.
4.2.5. Production of Biogenic Amines
Our pathway analysis showed that strain LC705 has a potential to produce biogenic amines
which are toxic compounds through two different pathways. The first pathway is conversion of Lornithine into putrescine by ornithine decarboxylase enzyme. The second pathway is degradation of Llysine to cadaverine and CO2 by lysine decarboxylase enzyme. Expression levels of decarboxylase
enzyme and lysine decarboxylase enzyme were also checked, and responsible genes were
expressedduring cheese ripening. Consequently, the genome of strain LC705 contains genes which are
responsible to produce putrescine and cadaverine.
4.2.6. Vitamin Biosynthesis
Results of pathway analysis indicated that vitamin B biosynthesis is also possible by strain
LC705. Cobalamin (vitamin B12), thiamine (vitamin B1), vitamin B6 biosynthesis pathways were found
in the genome.
The strain LC705 does not have the full genetic information required for biosynthesis of
adenosylcobalamin which is one of the active forms of vitamin B 12. Biosynthetic pathways for
adenosylcobalamin require several genes (Rodionov et al., 2003). However, strain LC705 possesses
only Cob(I)alamin adenosyltransferase which produces adenosylcobinamide from cob(I)alamin. So that
we can say that in presence of cob(I)alamin, strain LC705 is able to produce vitamin B12.
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Figure 8. Summary of the production of buttery flavor compounds (acetoin and diacetyl) in strain
LC705. Buttery flavor compounds are produced through citrate degradation. Responsible enzyme
names and NCBI protein numbers are given in picture. Lactic acid bacteria that have genes to produce
acetoin reductase can produce 2,3-butanediol. Nevertheless, strain LC705 does not have these genes.

Pathway analysis results showed that thiamine (vitamin B 1) is produced via salvage pathways in
LC705. Five genes are present in the genome with predicted functions related to thiamine biosynthesis.
Pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP) is the active form of vitamin B6. Pathway analysis showed that
strain LC705 can produce PLP by salvage pathway. Bacteria can synthesize PLP by two main
pathways; de novo pathway and a salvage pathway (El Qaidi et al., 2013). Strain LC705 does not have
genes to produce PLP by the de novo pathway, but it has genes for salvage pathway. In salvage
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pathway vitamers which are pyridoxine, pyridoxamine and pyridoxal are phosphorylated by kinases in
strain LC705 and, phosphorylated compounds are then oxidized to PLP by pyridoxine 5'-phosphate
oxidase.
4.2.7. Lipolysis and fatty acid biosynthesis
Pathway analysis showed that strain LC705 does not have many pathways for fatty acid and
lipid degradation. According to pathway analysis, LC705 has only glycerol degradation I pathway. In
this pathway glycerol is degraded by glycerol kinase and α-glycerophosphate oxidase to glycerone
phosphate which is a simple carbohydrate. Produced glycerone phosphate is used then in
glyconeogenesis and glycolysis.
Addition to lipolysis, LC705 has pathways that produce several fatty acids. These fatty acids are
cyclopropane fatty acid, palmitate, stearate, vaccenate and gondoate. These fatty acids do not have
direct effect to the cheese flavors.
4.2.8. Protective activities
LC705 has a potential to produce anti-fungal compounds. During fermentation, strain LC705
produces organic acids, like lactic acid and acetic acid, which increase acidity of the environment. Not
only organic acids are produced from strain LC705, but also some specific anti-fungal compounds are
produced. There are 26 anti-fungal compounds published for Lactic acid bacteria (Brosnan et al.,
2012). LC705 has genes that responsible to produce Cytidine (CAR89628.1, CAR89573.1 and
CAR89636.1), succinic acid (CAR91792.1 and CAR89391.1), and hydrogen peroxide (CAR88894.1
and CAR89058.1) that belong to these anti-fungal compounds. In addition to the anti-fungal activities,
strain LC705 has prebacteriocin and bacteriocin transporter protein genes which could be related to the
inhibition of the growth of other bacterial strains.
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4.3. RNA-Seq data analysis
4.3.1. Read Filtering, Quality Check and Mapping
We had approximately 152 and 154 million RNA-Seq reads obtained from the warm and cold
room samples, respectively. After filtering these reads, we observed that more than 80% reads passed
filters for each sample and replicate (Table 4). Quality control results were good to continue with this
reads. Mapping results showed that between 4.91% and 7.7% of reads from first time point samples
and between 8.7% and 11.1% of reads from the second time point samples mapped to the strain LC705
genome (Table 4).
Table 4. Filtering and mapping results for every sample including total reads and written reads.

4.3.2. Differential gene analysis
Our differential gene analysis showed that there were 327 significantly differentially expressed
genes between warm room ripening and cold room ripening (padj <0.10 | log2fold > 1). Figure 9 shows
the most significantly differentially expressed genes between cold room and warm room ripening
according to adjusted p-values (padj) of differentially expressed genes. Within 327 differentially
expressed genes 153 genes were up-regulated and 174 genes were down-regulated during cold room
cheese ripening. To analyze these differentially expressed genes, gene enrichment analysis was done as
a next step.
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Figure 9. Heat map of the 60 most significantly differentially expressed genes between 2 time points.
Dark blue represents high expression (high number of reads), light blue represents low expression (low
number of reads).

4.2.3. Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis
Gene ontology enrichment analysis for up-regulated genes (Figure 10) showed that gene ontology
terms belonging to biological process and molecular function while there are no cellular component
GO terms. In total we saw 102 different enriched GO terms.
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Enriched GO terms for up-regulated genes during cold room cheese ripening are mostly related
to biosynthesis of purine, ribonucleoside, nucleobase and nucleoside. Transport GO term
(GO:0006810) was also highly enriched in biological process GO terms for up-regulated genes in cold
room. The GO terms of inorganic anion transmembrane transport, inorganic anion transport, phosphate
ion transport, sulfur compound transport, phosphate transmembrane transporter activity, sulfate
transmembrane transport, sulfate transport and inorganic ion transmembrane transport are main
transport related GO terms for cold-induced genes of strain LC705. Additionally, we saw both negative
and positive regulation GO terms in enrichment analysis for up-regulated genes in cold room.
Biological process GO terms contain 16 negative regulation GO terms. At the same time there are five
positive regulation GO terms which are same with negative regulations (RNA metabolic process,
transcription (DNA-templated), RNA biosynthetic process, nucleic acid-templated transcription,
nucleobase-containing compound metabolic process). Genes that cause both negative regulation and
positive regulation were up-regulated in cold room.
GO enrichment analysis for down-regulated genes during cold room cheese ripening (Figure
11) showed terms mostly in biological process and molecular function while there are only 3 terms in
cellular component GO terms. There were 28 GO terms in total.
The biological process GO terms indicated that carbohydrate metabolism genes expression was
significantly down-regulated during cold room ripening. Lactose, disaccharide and oligosaccharide
metabolic and catabolic processes were down-regulated during cold room ripening. Some other
metabolic processes like acetyl-CoA and nucleobase metabolic processes were also enriched for downregulated genes in cold room. On the molecular function GO terms, we saw that in general lyase
activity genes were down-regulated during cold room ripening. Particularly, carbon-carbon lyase,
citrate lysase and carboxy-lyase were significantly down-regulated during cold room ripening. Most of
the other molecular function GO terms were related to degradation and utilization of carbohydrates and
carboxylates like galactose-6-phosphate isomerase activity, glutaconyl-CoA decarboxylase activity,
alpha-glucosidase activity, tagatose-bisphosphate aldolase activity and oxaloacetate decarboxylase
activity. The GO term citrate lyase complex which is found in down-regulated cellular component GO
terms is also additional evidence that supports the results that lyase activity genes were down-regulated
during cold room ripening.
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Figure 10.Barplots of differentially enriched GO terms for up-regulated genes in cold room ripening.
GO terms were sorted by p-value.
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Figure 11. Barplots of differentially enriched GO terms for down-regulated genes in cold room
ripening. GO terms were sorted by p-value.
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4.2.4. Pathway enrichment analysis
As a result of the pathway enrichment analysis of the significantly up-regulated and downregulated genes in cold room cheese ripening, we found 28 significantly enriched pathways (fisher test,
values lower than 0.10) for up-regulated genes (Table 5) and 20 significantly enriched pathway (fisher
test, values lower than 0.10) for down-regulated genes in cold room ripening (Table 6).
Pathway enrichment analysis for up-regulated genes in cold room verified that in cold room
ripening strain LC705 produces high amount of nucleosides and nucleotides, 13 of 28 significantly
enriched pathways were related to nucleosides and nucleotides biosynthesis. We also observed that in
cold room strain LC705 started to use some alternative sugars as carbon sources such as L-malate, Smalate, Chitin and N-acetylglucosamine. Up-regulation of reductive monocarboxylic acid cycle
pathway is a good indicator that of increased formate biosynthesis in cold room ripening. In that
pathway pyruvate is converted to acetyl-CoA and formate. We saw that pyruvate fermentation to
ethanol pathway was significantly up-regulated during cold room ripening.
Pathway enrichment analysis for down-regulated genes in cold room showed that citrate
degradation and citrate lyase activation pathways had lowest p-value within other down-regulated
pathways. Following pathways are lactose and galactose degradation pathways. Pathway enrichment
analysis also showed that responsible genes for main pathways like sugar degradation, carbohydrate
degradation, glycolysis and homolactic fermentation were down-regulated in cold room ripening.
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Table 5. List of pathways which were obtained from enrichment analysis for up-regulated genes in cold
room
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Table 6. List of pathways which were obtained from enrichment analysis for down-regulated genes in
cold room.
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5. Discussion
For this study, pathways of the strain LC705 were analyzed by Pathway Tools software. For
pathway analysis, using updated gene annotations is highly important to get accurate results. For our
project, before the gene annotation update step, published gene annotations were containing only name
of the gene products and around 850 non-annotated genes. To obtain better results in pathway analysis,
we updated gene annotations and we added EC numbers to annotations. For the EC number annotation,
the database selection was challenging. We tested different databases for NCBI BLASTp step and we
chose to use RefSeq database due to high number of annotations. KEGG database also provided EC
numbers for non-annotated proteins. As a result, 72 new pathways were discovered by Pathway Tools.
Pathway Tools software showed 201 different pathways for strain LC705 and 72 new pathways
approximately equal to 35% of the whole 201 pathways. These new pathways were important pathways
with critical roles in sugar degradation, amino acid degradation and fermentation. For example, as a
facultative heterofermentative lactobacilli, strain LC705 should have heterolactic and homolactic
fermentation pathways. Without updating the annotations we cannot see heterolactic fermentation
pathway for strain LC705 with Pathway Tools software but the pathway is among the 72 new
pathways. The gene re-annotation part was very important for this project, since due to this step we
gain the ability to characterize pathways for strain LC705 in more thorough way. To have right
pathways is critical for genome wide transcriptomic analysis in this project.
Lactobacilli species are one of the most important key factors in cheese production and cheese
flavor development. These species can be used in cheese ripening process as a starter culture or nonstarter adjunct culture to increase quality of the cheese. During cheese ripening, microbiological and
biochemical changes occur on cheese and used starter and adjunct cultures influence cheese quality and
flavor. For this study, we analyzed role of strain LC705 during cheese ripening. Strain LC705 was used
as an adjunct culture in this study. Adjunct cultures play important role in providing or enhancing the
characteristic flavors and textures of cheese (Settanni and Moschetti, 2010). Flavor formation which
occurs during cheese ripening is a complicated activity. Glycolysis, lipolysis and proteolysis are the
leading catabolic pathways that are involved to flavor formation (Yvon and Rijnen, 2001). It has also
been shown that amino acid catabolism has an important role in flavor formation in cheese by
producing aroma compounds (Yvon and Rijnen, 2001).
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Our pathway analysis showed that strain LC705 contains at least 201 different pathways and
several number of pathways are related to cheese ripening, flavor and texture of the cheese.
Genome of the strain LC705 is equipped with important enzymes participating amino acid
degradation. By degrading L-aspartate and L-serine, buttery flavor products were produced by strain
LC705. However, buttery flavor is mostly produced through citrate degradation (Martino et al., 2016).
L-aspartate and L-serine degradation is a good alternative to produce diacetyl and acetoin for bacteria
which cannot degrade citrate like some Pediococcus strains (Irmler et al., 2013). We also saw that
strain LC705 can produce hydrogen sulfide which is a VSC. Mostly, VSCs are produced from the
degradation of the sulfur-containing amino acids like methionine and cysteine. VSCs are highly volatile
and reactive hence even with low quantities the flavor can be highly affected (Fuchsmann et al., 2015).
As a VSC, hydrogen sulfide produces unlikeable odor of rotten eggs (Landaud et al. 2008). Now we
have identified genes that are responsible for hydrogen sulfide production which may make strain
LC705 a strong flavor effector for cheese. L-glutamate degradation is important factor for amino acid
degradation activities with α-ketoglutarate end product. It is shown that deprivation of α-ketoglutarate
limits the amino acid degradation activities which enhance cheese aroma in lactic acid bacteria
(Amárita et al., 2006). Lactic acid bacteria which cannot produce α-ketoglutarate by glutamate
degradation, need to uptake α-ketoglutarate from external source by citrate transporter (Pudlik and
Lolkema, 2013). 2-oxoglutarate, an α-ketoglutarate, is produced by L-glutamate degradation in LC705.
Due to the genes that produce α-ketoglutarate compound LC705 does not need α-ketoglutarate from an
external source.
Genes responsible to citrate degradation were also found in the genome of strain LC705. Citrate
degradation is important for cheese flavor and limited number of LAB species are capable of utilizing
citrate (Smid and Kleerebezem, 2014). Citrate fermenting pathways are responsible for producing
acetoin, diacetyl and 2,3 butanediol which provide buttery flavor to cheese (Martino et al., 2016). Our
study showed that LC705 does not contain genes to produce 2,3 butanediol. Even the production of
diacetyl and acetoin is important for cheese, as it provides the buttery flavor. Citrate fermentation
pathways also produce CO2. This CO2 production by citrate metabolism can also be important for the
eye formation in cheese (O'Sullivan et al., 2016). Thus we can say that strain LC705 is responsible for
gas formation and flavor formation by having citrate degradation pathway.
Lactose and galactose are the two main simple carbohydrates in milk. In cheese ripening
process, mostly starter cultures are used for the lactose degradation. As an adjunct culture, LC705
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possess lactose degradation genes, hence it can join lactose degradation process with starter cultures
and can be also named adjunct starter culture. Galactose degradation is important for cheese because
the existence of galactose was found to be related with lower qualities of the fermented products
(Neves et al., 2010). Additionally the existence if galactose is one of the major reasons why dairy
products turn brown when they are cooked or heated (Neves et al., 2010). Thus galactose utilization is
needed to develop higher-quality dairy products. Strain LC705 has galactose degradation genes.
Therefore, as an adjunct starter, strain LC705 contributes to cheese quality.
On the other hand adjunct cultures can be produce unwanted by-products like biogenic amines
(Weinrichter et al., 2004). Biogenic amines which pose a risk for consumer are formed by microbial
decarboxylation of the corresponding amino acids (Bunkova et al., 2010). Our pathway analysis results
showed that strain LC705 possesses genes to produce putrescine and cadaverine. Putrescine and
cadaverine enhance toxic effect of other amines by inhibiting of detoxifying enzymes (Bunkova et al.,
2010) and can cause some pharmacological effects like hypotension and bradycardia (Shalaby, 1996). It
is difficult to remove biogenic amines after they are formed. Therefore the formation of the biogenic
amines should be controlled (Valsamaki et al., 2000). Earlier studies (Bunkova et al., 2010; Valsamaki
et al., 2000; Pachlová et al., 2012) have showed that biogenic amines are produced in larger quantities
at higher temperature in cheese ripening. Interestingly, our transcription analysis between cold and
warm room ripening did not show any significant difference for genes that responsible for producing
putrescine and cadaverine. However, temperature is not only the factor that influence production of
biogenic amines. Bacterial density, pH and NaCl concentration have a significant effect on production
of biogenic amines (Valsamaki et al., 2000). Therefore we can say that these factors limited the
production of biogenic amines in warm room ripening.
Many industrial lactic acid bacteria can synthesize vitamin B complexes (Capozzi et al., 2012).
Our pathway analysis results showed that strain LC705 is equipped with genes to produce cobalamin
(vitamin B12), thiamine (vitamin B1), and vitamin B6. It is important to produce thiamine because it
plays a key role in energy metabolism. Thiamine is a fundamental cofactor for several types of
enzymes. It is required in alcohol fermentation and catabolism of carbohydrates (Falder et al., 2010). It
is also an advantage for cheese production as animals cannot produce thiamine and thus need to obtain
it from their diet (Sriram et al., 2012). Additionally, vitamin B6 is an essential cofactor and has several
key roles in amino acid and cellular metabolism (Toney, 2005).
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Lipolysis is one of the major sources of cheese flavor and odor compounds. Though strain
LC705 does not have important genes for lipolysis activities. Therefore LC705 does not contribute to
flavor enhancement by lipolysis.
LAB and Propionibacterium are defined as bio-preservative micro-organisms because they have
a role in preservation of fermented food. It is shown that combination of Lactobacillus rhamnosus
strain LC705 and Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii strain JS is the most effective
bacterial combination against yeast and molds, but the actual mechanism behind this behavior was not
elucidated (Suomalainen and Mäyrä-Mäkinen, 1999). Our study showed that LC705 produces organic
acids and anti-fungal compounds. Anti-fungal activity occurs by synergistic effect of organic acids and
anti-fungal compounds (Le Lay et al., 2016). Moreover, it has been shown that acetic acid is the main
compound for anti-fungal activity especially against Penicillium corylophilum and Eurotium repens
(Le Lay et al., 2016). It is known that strain JS can produce acetate and propionic acid (Ojala et al.,
2016). Result that why the combination of LC705 and Propionibacterium freudenreichii ssp. shermanii
strain JS is the most effective bacterial combination against yeast and molds can be explained by
production of anti-fungal compounds, acetic acid and propionic acid from both strains. Synergistic
effect of these organic acids and anti-fungal compounds make these two bacteria effective anti-fungal
micro-organisms.
Lactobacillus rhamnosus species have a protective effects against Bacillus species
(Suomalainen and Mäyrä-Mäkinen, 1999) and Listeria species (Luukkonen et al., 2005). For strain
LC705, the mechanism of anti-bacterial effect was not known. In our research we found out that strain
LC705 has prebacteriocin and bacteriocin transporter protein genes which may explain why it represses
the growth of clostridia. Additionally we checked the expression levels of these genes with
transcriptomic analysis. We verified that prebacteriocin genes were expressed in LC705. These genes
have not been reported before.
Gene expression profiling showed that there were 327 significantly differentially expressed
genes between warm room and cold room ripening. 153 genes were are up-regulated, while 174 genes
were down-regulated during cold room cheese ripening.
Data from enrichment analysis for up-regulated genes in cold room cheese ripening indicated
that nucleobase and nucleoside biosynthesis genes are cold induced genes. We especially saw many of
the purine biosynthesis genes highly transcribed in cold room. Purine nucleotides have many key roles
in cellular metabolism like the structure of DNA and RNA, serving as enzyme cofactors, functioning in
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cellular signaling, acting as phosphate group donors, and generating cellular energy (Zhao et al., 2015).
In addition, transporter activity was also increased for ions such as phosphate and sulfate. Increasing of
phosphate ion transporter expression can be explained by the increase of purine production, as during
purine synthesis high amount of phosphate ions are generated. This may indicate that strain LC705
produces high amount of phosphate ions and transport these during cold room cheese ripening. It is
interesting that we saw both negative regulation and positive regulation GO terms for this enrichment
analysis. Explanation of up-regulated negative regulation genes can be that the temperature change may
have activated the defense mechanism of LC705 against a heat-shock stress. In cold room, strain
LC705 started to use alternative sugars as a carbon sources. Finally in the cold room ripening, we saw
up-regulation for alternative pyruvate degradation activities for strain LC705. Pyruvate is degraded to
lactic acid, acetoin, diacetyl, acetyl-CoA and ethanol in strain LC705. Lactic acid and buttery
compounds (acetoin and diacetyl) production is critical for cheese ripening. However, in cold room
ripening, genes that convert pyruvate to acetyl-CoA and ethanol were up-regulated. Ethanol is a volatile
compound which gives dry and dusty odor to cheese. (Pogacic et al., 2016). It is interesting, because
volatile and aroma compound production is mostly up-regulated in warm room cheese ripening. In cold
room, instead of producing lactic acid and buttery flavor compounds, strain LC705 mostly produce
acetyl-CoA and ethanol.
Results of enrichment analysis for down-regulated genes in cold room cheese ripening showed
that central metabolism and lyase genes of strain LC705 are warm induced genes. Important main
carbohydrate degradation genes were down-regulated in cold room. Degradation activities are very
important for cheese production and cheese flavor. We also showed that in cold room alternative carbon
degradation genes of strain LC705 were up-regulated. Using alternative carbon sources instead of main
carbohydrates may indicate that other carbon sources were finished or decreased dramatically by the
day 37 of the cheese ripening or the main carbohydrate genes are warm induced genes. We clearly saw
that citrate degradation genes were down-regulated in cold room ripening. Citrate degradation is the
main pathway for producing buttery aroma in strain LC705. It is clear that citrate degradation genes are
warm induced genes, and strain LC705 produces buttery flavor to cheese during warm room ripening.
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6. Conclusions
In this study, one of the main aims was to update the gene annotations of Lactobacillus
rhamnosus strain LC705. Annotation update provided new information about genome of the strain
LC705. By analyzing new gene annotations, this study provided understanding on the role of L.
rhamnosus strain LC705 in cheese ripening. Strain LC705 contributes to cheese ripening stage with
flavor formation and protective activities by producing lactic acid, buttery flavor compounds, volatile
sulfur compounds, biogenic amines, vitamins, some anti-fungus compounds and bacteriocin.
This study compared gene expression responses of strain LC705 during Maasdam-type cheese
ripening at warm temperature (25 °C) and cold temperature (5 °C). Central metabolism genes L.
rhamnosus LC705 that provide main carbohydrate degradation are warm induced genes. Buttery flavor
is provided to cheese by strain LC705 in warm room. In cold room strain LC705 preferably converts
pyruvate to acetyl-CoA and ethanol instead lactic acid and buttery flavor compounds.
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